
Chart for reopening Parks and Gardens 
in the context of Covid-19 pandemia

Excerpts from Comité des Parcs et Jardins de France
recommendation

1. Sites opened for visit need to offer a fluid circulation and optimal protection for visitors. 
Gardens should allow for strolling and should not generate static grouping of people.

2. A clearly labelled board summarizing safety measures as per 
government recommendations will be visible at the entrance of the Garden and around key
strategic places (Ticket Office, Toilets, Shops...)

3. Rules
- Manage flows and social distancing measures with a clear indication on the ground if 
necessary, setting up one way circulation to avoid people crossing with each other on their 
way in or out
- Protection of the ticket office (for instance transparent screen and regular cleaning of 
elements in regular contact with visitors)
- For employees : mask or visor compulsory in accordance with the directives from the 
Ministry of Labor
- As soon as the ticket is paid, visitors will be invited to wash their hands with hydro 
alcoholic hand gel
- Cleaning twice a day of all commonly used used places:  furniture, fixed work station. 
Contact points to be cleaned every two hours.
- Ventilate Ticket office at least twice a day

4. Garden visit
- Unguided visit, need to respect social distance
- Guide visits possible for small group (9 people plus the guide, social distancing to be 
respected), keep all other sanitary measures in place
- No gardening tools to be left unattended to avoid any contamination
- Spectacle/Events to be rescheduled

5. Shop
Opening of the shop is subject to the ability of complying with sanitary measures

This chart needs to be published on the official website of the Garden and at the entrance. 
It is effective as soon as the Garden reopens until further notice. Its evolution will depend 
on the epidemiology situation and on government regulations which may allow later for 
more flexibility.
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